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The VMware Site Recovery service offers
you a streamlined deployment method for
VMware Site Recovery that is more cost-
efficient, simpler to manage and reduces
your service risk. VMware Site Recovery is

an easy-to-deploy approach for running
your VMware Site Recovery VMs in a

secure, managed environment. VMware
Site Recovery provides automated and

scalable recovery in a variety of locations.
For example, VMware Site Recovery

enables you to quickly recreate a pre-
specified number of VMs in a VMware Site

Recovery environment, based on
deployment and recovery objectives and
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preferences as specified by a customer.
VMware Site Recovery is VMware certified,
fully compliant with the VMware Software

Defined Data Center Architecture and
VMware Site Recovery standards and best
practice guidelines and offers API-driven
orchestration from the AWS platform, so

you can manage your VMware Site
Recovery services and VMs on AWS or
another cloud provider. VMware Site
Recovery is a VMware- certified cloud

service that offers customers a simple and
secure approach to recovering VMware

instances. You can deploy the service to a
number of region and region pairs in your

VMware tenancy to easily recover any
number of virtual machines in the same

physical datacenter or different
datacenters. VMware Site Recovery also

provides a web-based graphical user
interface that provides an easy-to-use and

high-level management experience for
managing your VMs. This initial
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qualification is entirely dependent on the
market and the business model and how

the business operates. A qualification may
vary wildly, from a single stage
qualification to multiple stages.

Qualification may include qualification of
an individual product and qualification of a

number of products.
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The biggest difference is the management
model. VMware Horizon on VMware Cloud
on AWS is an IaaS model where only the

cloud platform/SDDC is fully managed and
you must manage your own Horizon

infrastructure as well as RDSH farms and
desktop pools. For Horizon Cloud, you only
have to manage RDSH farms and desktop
pools. Horizon Cloud infrastructure as well

as the cloud platform/SDDC are fully
managed. A significant advantage of

Horizon on VMware Cloud on AWS is that it
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is the same architecture as the Horizon on-
premises deployment, and the two can be

linked by CPA. For existing on-premises
customers who want to build a hybrid VDI
cloud, extending Horizon to VMware Cloud

on AWS is very easy. Horizon is more
customizable than Horizon Cloud. A good

example is the desktop model, for
example, vCPU and vRAM per VM. With

Horizon, you can have any configurations
of the vCPU and vRAM. On Horizon Cloud, it

is standardized on a limited number of
configurations. If you require extensive

customized options, you may want to start
with Horizon on VMware Cloud on AWS.

Audit and Security Logs are available via
the Log Intelligence interface available for
use with VMware Cloud on AWS. With Log

Intelligence these logs can be queried,
alerts can be created and the logs can be

forwarded to an on-premises or cloud
instance of a SIEM tool. The logs include

activities such as the creation, deletion or
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modification of SDDCs, Virtual Machines,
Firewall Rules, VPNs, NATs and logical
networks as well as Virtual Machine

activities and information like the number
of failed logins to the VMware Cloud on

AWS service. Firewall packet logs can also
be forwarded to the Log Intelligence

service to enable customers to analyze and
troubleshoot application flows through
visibility into packets matching specific

NSX firewall rules. 5ec8ef588b
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